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Release Notes

Yeastar Information Technology Co., Ltd.
Firmware 47.0.0.44

Date: March 5, 2019

Optimization

- Optimized **MWI Light Option** on FXS port: After changing the **MWI Light Option**, you need to reboot the TA gateway.
- Optimized FXS port settings: The default **Txgain** value is 50% after you reset the FXS port.
- Optimized **Firmware Update** feature: Before upgrading the firmware, TA gateway will detect the available space on the flash.
  If the available space is less than 30MB, you need to clean the system logs first, then upgrade the firmware.

Bug Fixes

- Fixed **MWI Settings** issue: If MWI was enabled, the FXS port could not get the first ringing tone when a call came.
- Fixed the issue that the three-way calling would fail.
- Fixed the issue that busy tones might not be detected on an FXS port when a call was hung up.
- Fixed the issue that TA Gateway Auto Provisioning could not work on Yeastar S-Series VoIP PBX.
Firmware 47.0.0.36

Date: December 24, 2018

Optimization

- Improved the system stability.
- Optimized NAT settings.
- Deleted GSM and added G729 to the default codec list on VoIP server.
- Added support for bulk editing **DID Number** and **From User** for FXS ports.
- Changed the default **Keep Alive Interval** setting to 60 seconds.
- Changed the default **Default Incoming/Outgoing Registration Time** setting to 1800 seconds.

Bug Fixes

- Fixed Auto Provisioning issue: The firewall on TA gateway could not work if the TA gateway was auto provisioned by Yeastar S-Series VoIP PBX.
- Fixed the issue that if **MWI Light Option** was set to **neon**, the phone could not light up when a voicemail was received.